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Social Work Practice with the 
Transportation-Handicapped 
Psychiatrically Ill 

BRENNEN TAYLOR 

Wayfind ing training with the m111spor1ati n-handicapped psy
chiatrical!y ill \ ho travel by bus to urban community mental 
health e rvices i. discu sed. lnforma ti n from e nvir nm ntal way
finding theorie · i used to teach psychiatric clie nts how to travel 
on publi buse . Guidelines a re provided for ihis typ of training. 
Public bu. tnin it combined with way!inding trai ning is seen a 
the most e ffective way to pro morc compliance wirh deinstiturio nn l 
s rvice . 

Enactment of the Urban Mass Transportation Act (UMTA) 
and the Community Mental Health Centers Construction Act 
(CMHC) was critical in the development of America's mental 
health movement. UMT A eased restrictions that existing 
transportation systems imposed on handicapped populations. 
It introduced " transportation handicapped," defined as any 
person incapacitated by illness who is unable to ride mass 
transit without special facilities, planning, or design (1 ,2). 
CMHC included a policy of discharging numerous patients 
from mental hospitals and maintenance of those persons in 
less restricted environments outside hospitals . The effective
ness of deinstitutionalization was predicated on factors such 
as economics, idealism, legal developments, and the advance
ment of antipsychotic medication (3). These laws were im
plemented by human se1 vice orga11izaliuns Lu foster normal 
living practices among handicapped persons who had been 
assessed for community-based services . Specialized transpor
tation, the intraurban passenger transit systems that serve 
specific riders while retaining the convenience of a private 
automobile, was made available to facilitate access to treat
ment for the travel disabled . It proved to be effective during 
the formative stage of deinstitutionalization among clients 
who, because of economic or psychosocial constraints , had 
no other travel options. The mix of specialized transportation, 
public bus transit, and wayfinding training programs provided 
by human service organizations strongly influences the use of 
community mental health services by the travel handicapped 
(4-8) . 

The benefits of specialized transportation in the movement 
to deinstitutionalize the psychiatrically ill have generated a 
renewed interest in the role of public transportation in mental 
health. The helping profession (psychiatry , psychology , social 
work, and nursing) has recently identified three transit-related 
issues that significantly increase clients' compliance with com
munity mental health services (9) . First, UMTA was extended 
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to the institutionalized chronic psychiatrically ill undergoing 
deinstitutional services. This population totals about 900,000 
(10). Second, human service providers are becoming increas
ingly concerned about the limits of specialized transportation 
in the community mental health movement. Such training 
services as wayfinding and public bus riding represent a better 
goodness-of-fit to the goals of normalization (11) . Last, the 
helping profession has realized that the convergence of clinical 
practice , public transportation, and environmental psychol
ogy is necessary for the relocation of travel-disabled people 
into the community (12). 

A historical theme of specialized transportation relates to 
architectural barriers that hinder access to services. However , 
psychosocial barriers are of equal importance to the travel 
disabled. Clinicians in the helping profession seek to reduce 
or eliminate psychosocial barriers through public bus travel 
training programs. Travel training, often referred to as way
finding or orientation and mobility training programs, rep
resents another method of enhancing normalization (13). These 
programs develop a person's ability, both cognitively and be
haviorally, to reach destinations in the environment (14). 

Recently social work has begun to provide services to the 
transportation-handicapped psychiatrically ill who p;irtic.ip;ite 
in community mental health services. The purpose of social 
work is to enhance the psychological and social functioning 
of the psychiatrically ill through measures of prevention, res
toration , and remediation . Social work practice is defined as 
a responsible intervention (15) and seeks to 

(J) enhance the developmental, problem solving. and coping 
capacities of people; (-) promote the e(fce1iv and humane 
operation of systems that provide resources and services to 
people; (3) link people with systems ii nd opportunities; and 
(4) contribute to the <level pment of ·ocial policy. 

These activities are conducted within the Social Work Code 
of Ethics and are made available to clients within the param
eters of individualization, self-determination, confidentiality. 
acceptance , a nonjudgmental attitude, and controlled emo
tional involvement. The premise of social casework, a one
to-one social work practice technique , is to help a client make 
a better adjustment to life situations, address a problem, fill 
a need, or receive a service. It is a temporary relationship for 
achieving specific client goals and can take the form of various 
therapeutic interventions (16). 

Wayfinding training has been demonstrated to be an effective 
social work practice intervention with the transportation-
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handicapped psychiatrically ill. This population includes per
sons who suffer from emotional and mental disorders that 
interfere with their capacity to execute daily living activities. 
They also encounter diHi,culty traveling stairs, carrying weight 
of up to 10 pound ·, prolonged walking and standing, and 
moving in crowds. These persons usually require mental health 
care for extended periods. Moreover, they lack the necessary 
skills to negotiate public transportation. Their inadequate 
wayfinding and public bus riding kills re uh in high outpa tient 
treatment dropout rates. In essence, psychosocial and archi
tectural barriers reduce the transportation-disabled's capacity 
to travel by any mode (17-20). Psychiatric clients who engage 
in independent public bus travel to community mental health 
services often operate in an uncertain world because of various 
social skill deficits (21). Wayfinding programs that incorpo
rate travel training procedures and use public bus transit sys
tems put into effect deinstitutionalization with greater spec
ificity. 

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of social 
work practice with the transportation-handicapped psychiat
rically ill involved in community mental health services at 
Barney Neighborhood House (BNH) psychosocial program . 
BNH's clients come from St. Elizabeths Hospital and the 
greater Washington, D.C., area. The program primarily serves 
an adult population of 45 clients who have been institution
alized for five years or longer and have been diagnosed as 
schizophrenic. Social skill training is used to teach clients daily 
living skills for their return to the community. Wayfinding 
training is conducted by an outreach social caseworker. Clients 
are taught to develop techniques for community travel, de
velop and facilitate support systems for travel, and to nego
tiate public bus transportation. The outcome of wayfinding 
training is the ability to travel independently . There are three 
parts to this paper. First, a summary of wayfinding theories 
as they relate to travel behavior is presented. Second, way
finding theory is applied to the transportation-handicapped 
psychiatrically ill and demonstrated by means of a public bus 
seating diagram. Last, guidelines for this service are pre
sented. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
WA YFINDING THEORIES 

Environmental psychology has developed extensively as an 
applied science. Ecological psychology, environmental per
ception, and environmental cognition have been used inter
changeably in the literature to describe environmental learn
ing. Environmental psychology is an evolving area of applied 
psychology that combines and analyzes the human transac
tions, interrelationships, and actions with pertinent aspects of 
the socio-physical surroundings (22-25). Conceptually, the 
environment is represented by an array of interrelated ele
ments in a dynamic matrix. It consists of social and physical 
components. The former include people, their characteristics, 
behaviors, and relationships. Institutionally, the social com
ponent consists of Jaws, policies, religion, and an ecological 
climate dimension that derives from interaction of these 
elements with the perceptual framework of constituencies. 
Physically, the environment encompasses the natural and man
made, operationally defined by categorization of space. Small-
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or micro-scale environments include table-top model spaces 
that can only be observed or manipulated from the outside . 
Medium-scale or navigable environments are spaces large 
enough to permit travel within but still can be viewed in their 
entirety from a single vantage point. Finally, large-scale en
vironments are spaces in which a traveler can move around 
and occupy multiple viewing locations to extract all of the 
spatial information needed to generate a complete represen
tation. Environments shape and are shaped by human be
havior. Physical environments are at the same time social and 
cultural environments (26). Essentially , environments are tools 
that can be modified, abandoned, or destroyed if social or 
other goals are not achieved (27,28). 

Environmental psychology has developed a number of the
ories that explain human wayfinding in large-scale environ
ments. The literature stems from geography and psychology, 
which view wayfinding as one expression of cognitive mapping 
(29). A review f relevant wayfinding the ries indicate tha t 
wayfinding i · acquired through information proce ing. For 
example, it i po ited that wayfinding behavi r 'i predicated 
on a traveler's decision making. A traveler's action is largely 
determined by his or her organized spatial knowledge. That 
knowledge contains the residue of past experience, accom
modates current sensory information, and varies widely in 
range, relative to specific senses. Sight is the most important 
sense for wayfinding among visual persons. The oval visual 
fielcj has boundaries that extend about 180° laterally and 140° 
vertically. About 90 percent of human knowledge about the 
environment is received through the eye. A person moving 
along a distinct path encodes, decodes , interprets, and uses 
visual cues for wayfinding. Movement from one geographical 
point to an ther involves opening up the vi ta ahead while 
closing the vista behind . The placement of the e vistas in order 
results in understanding the structure of the environment. 
Technically, a traveler sees, learns, and navigates the envi
ronment not solely with the eyes but also in a travel mode 
with the eyes-in-the-head-on-the-body-resting-on-the-ground 
(30-32) . 

The human environment transactions of wayfinding have 
also been conceptualized as a frontier outpost. Four human 
responses to continued and persistent uncertainty in an en
veloping environment are theorized. Wayfinding in a new 
environment requires that a traveler process information , con
solidate new ties within the environment, dissolve bonds with 
the old environment, and form a social network so that the 
new environment serves as a point of reference for future life 
space activity (3 . The life space or life world is developed 
through a traveler's movement, rest, and encounter within 
the environment. Movement helps a traveler to assimilate 
unfamiliar places into a world of familiarity . Rest anchors a 
traveler in his or her autobiographical travel knowledge. En
counter involves the learning of routes. In general , a traveler 
who demonstrates the tendency toward environmental merger 
acquires indepen lent wayfinding. Noticing and heightening 
contact with the environment is associated with a p rson' 
positive mental health. 

lowever, during transit a traveler may tend toward envi
ronmental separateness . This is characterized by a traveler's 
becoming oblivious to an environment, which results in in
adequate route learning (34). Environmental separateness is 
correlated with but not restricted to mental illness. Moreover, 
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cognitive deficits influence wayfinding learning within a wide 
rnnge of mobile-handicapped populations. Starks (20) notes 
its impact on wa finding training as follows: 

l'oor attention reduces the individual '- abi lity to memorize 
routes, mnkc transfer and recognize dis..:mbnrkmcnt 1 oint . 
Po r visual acuity crea1es difficulties in dL~tinguishing bus mun
be;:rs. route names. and color codes. On cptunl problem in
volve the nb ·tract noti(1n. or Lime and cli ~11u1cc und create 
~lifficullics in comprehending fixed-route . schedules. fores. 
and trnn fcrs . lnndequn1e verbal kills. including poor p e h 
ability and a hick of transit related vocnbu li1ry. reduce the 
rctnrded individual's ability t request informntion or nssi -
tance. Social incompetence resul t in inability of the rctartlo.:d 
to comport themselvc in public because ol' a lack of kn wledge 
about what conSLitutcs appropriate behuvior. In addition , being 
under u tim pressure to mnke decisions can cause , rct;lrdo.:d 
individual to disintegrate in a social situation , such as that 
occa ionccl by riding a p11blic bus. Dirnini hcd elf-esteem. 
based on the retarded individual's unwillingness to expose his 
or her handicap in public, can cause a lack r a:»ertivcnc~s 
neccs ·ary to eek assi tance when required . pat bl difficulties 
include a lac;k of geographical awa reness. Rcttlrdcd people's 
lack or awareness of the 1mmcdi::1te environment served by 
public buse. reduces tho.:ir capacity t travel independently by 
any mode: bu . walking or taxi. 

In summary, UMTA and CMHC contributed to the de
velopment of wayflnding traini11g pro~n1111 l'or the Iran por
tation handicapped. The helping profession ha. drawn on 
clinical practice, transporta tion. and environmenta l wayfind
ing theories LO assist rhe handicapped psychiatricall ill in 
traveling t community mental health service centers by means 
or public bu es. linical practitioner have found that inclc
p ndem trnvel require · a degree of patial information pro
ce ing that ranges from the . imple to the complex. The tra el
di.!1bled client may see his or her dc~tinnLion. develop rote 
learning Lo travel a certain path , o.r develop a cognitive map 
for wayfinding (35 - 37) . \ 1n ntly. wayfinding service rep
resent the most effective way of providing acce s to 
community- based program to the transportation h;mcli
c11pp .d . 

PUBLIC BUS APPLICATION: 
PSYCHIATRIC CLIENTS 

Training the transportation-handicapped psychiatric client l 

u ·e public buse for transit to community ervices is a recent 
development. Public-bu · fixed-route transit service have been 
the primary form of public transportation in most urban areas. 
These services are designed to transport large numbers of 
pas engcrs along corridors of" high demand at ~1 relatively l<n 
co l per passenger. Urban area tend t e served by ra lial. 
grid , radial cri s-cross and trunk line with feeder netw rk 
ystems . Each f th e tnins.it systems has it advantage and 

di ·advantage , to which pa ngers mu. t adjust (38). Ho~ -
ever, the eat in!!. arrangements or tran porta tion
handicapped p ychiatrically ill pe r ons on publi bus tran. it 
for wayfind iog learning have been largely unexplored . The
oretically , ti. public bus represents a medium-scale e nviron
ment with a dynami culture . . hus, wayfinding training occurs 
on and in a medium- ·ca le environment (b us) within Cl large
scale environment (community) that facilitates environ ment 
learning of bus riding and !ravel skill during I c motion along 
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a specific fixed-route system . The public bus culture carries 
travelers with a wide range of attitudes and behaviors influ
enced by numerous factors . Some of those factors include 
time of travel , number of persons in the life world, weather 
conditions, and adjustments to one's life circumstances. The 
interplay of thee and other factors is germane in using publi 
bu es for wayfi.nding training. Outreach social caseworker- ' 
kn wledge of the merits a ·sociated with public bus seating 
e tio,11. serves to enhance client ' travel learning. (See Figure 

]. 

The seating preference for psychiatric clients' learning should 
be the center, front, then rear of the bus. This is predicated 
on a client's psychosocial functioning. However, during peak 
demand the bus environment may become difficult for clients' 
wayfinding learning. Noise and motion sickness may result in 
a client's disorientation and lead to a feeling of being geo
graphically lost when mental images fail to correspond to the 
real world (39). The inability of a psychiatric client to associate 
current community location with a destination that is out of 
immediate perceptual range results in his or her being lost. 
This is accompanied with fatigue, frustration, irritability, and 
panic. All of these factors detract from clients' wayfinding 
learning. Outreach social caseworkers use a combination of 
supportive strategies, ranging from time outs to discontinuing 
the training, to prevent the onset of psychiatric episodes. The 
following are suggested guidelines for wayfinding training with 
the transportation-handicapped psychiatrically ill (Taylor, 1990, 
unpublished): 

1. A th rough assessment of clients' senses is a prerequisite 
for wayfinding training. An impairment in any of th ' Ill creates 
learning barriers that will have to be accommodated during 
the training. Clients' accurate environmental orienrntion is a 
critical factor for this type of learning. 

2. The s cial casework relation -hip is core to effective way
finding training. It determines whether a client will ri ' k learn
ing independent travel to urban community mental health 
centers by means of a public bus. 

3. Wayfinding training should be undertaken on the basis 
of a psychosocial assessment and the functioning of the client. 
Designing programs for individuals should proceed from the 
simple (rote learning) to the complex (cog11itive mapping). 

4. Wayfinding training is most effective on a one-to-one 
basis that incorporates travel-training procedures. It should 
be given in the order of nonrush hour, semipeak demand, 
and peak demand hours. 

5. Outreach social caseworkers should provide wayfinding 
training on a grid-type bus r ute netw rk if p sible. lients 
learn independent travel more efficiently when the number 
of transfers is reduced. 

6. Coordination of wayfinding services must include the 
client as a core participant. The client, community mental 
health program, and the sheltered setting must be assigned 
ta ks to promote compliance with services. 

7. Any change in clients' p ychotropic medication during 
the training needs to be reported to the outreach · cial ca, e
worker doing the training. New strategies may need to be 
devised to continue the training. 

8. Clients should be seated next to the window of the public 
bus on the side closest to the sidewalk beading toward the 
destination. The optimal and semioptimal bus areas are pre-
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FIGURE I Public bus seating of the transportation-handicapped psychiatrically ill. 

ferred for client seating. Prolonged sitting or standing in these 
areas is desirable to seating throughout the minimal section 
based on clients' psychosocial functioning. 

9. Social work practice principles must be modified during 
wayfinding training in a public bus environment. 

CONCLUSION 

The convergence of knowledge between UMTA , CMHC, and 
clinical practice continues to extend deinstitutionalization of 
the psychiatrically ill. A shift from specialized transportation 
to public bus transit coupled with wayfinding training has 
increased compliance of the transportation-handicapped psy
chiatrically ill with outpatient services. Wayfinding training 
represents a frontier outpost of learning in that a compre
hensive knowledge base does not exist on the social work 
practices with the transporation-handicapped psychiatrically 
ill. There is, nonetheless, a major implication drawn from its 
contents . A core premise of deinstitutionalization is to pro
mote living skills required for a normal life according to the 
least restrictive alternatives available . Specialized transpor
tation, despite its limitations, remains a viable transit mode 
to transfer psychiatric clients into the community. Yet, nor
malization is likely to occur more efficiently with greater client 

use of wayfinding programs on public bus transit. The trans
portation-handicapped p ·ychiatric client ' social, em tional , 
and psychological attachment to the amenities associated with 
specialized transportation poses a significant threat to the use 
of public bus transportation. There exists a need to investigate 
whether transportation-handicapped persons are becoming 
institutionalized toward a particular mode of transit. This 
knowledge would assist the helping profession to design com
munity mental health services, which enables psychiatric clients 
to have access to services by multiple travel modes. Deter
mining the interactions among human experience, human be
havior, and the physical environment and what effects they 
have on wayfinding learning of specific travel modes by psy
chiatric clients is likely to substantially change deinstitutional 
services in an increasingly mobile society ( 40). 
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